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New Rules of Engagement for Your Retirement Plan
The SDBA, available on over 100,000 retirement plans, allows employees to transfer a 
portion of their investments from their Core account for greater investment choices.

Core Investment Options
Pre-selected investment choices are restrictive and limited.

Self-Directed Brokerage Account (SDBA)
Additional options available; including professional management.
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Self-Directed Brokerage Account

Brokerage Window Opportunity
Over the past few years, many employers have 
enhanced their retirement plans to include a brokerage window 
opportunity so that plan participants have more choice and 
greater flexibility with their retirement investments. This 
option, known as the Self Directed Brokerage Account (SDBA), exists 
in 401(k), 403(b) and 457 plans where participants will have 
access to professional management, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, 
and ETFs.

How It Works
Employees’ retirement plans exist in the Core account that offers 
limited, pre-selected investment choices. Plans that offer the 
SDBA option provide the opportunity for employees to take full 
control of a portion of their current retirement account by linking it to 
the existing Core account. In doing so, participants expand the 
range of investment choices beyond the Core investments and will 
have access to the same management style as high net worth 
investors, institutions and foundations.

Adding Value by Managing Expectations and Behavior

Creating healthy habits and a disciplined approach with your trusted 
advisor helps with managing investor expectations and behavior. 
After determining how much downside risk is reasonable to achieve 
your goal with RiskPro®, we can now establish a reasonable expectation 
of participating in a “fair share” of the upside.
Grounded in several research papers by leading mathematicians, 
diversification has evolved from solely asset allocation to now include a 
three strategy approach that includes Market Movement, Dynamic and 
Active Alternative Strategies.  It is through the combination of three unique 
investment management strategies/styles, powered by industry leading 
companies, that you can achieve greater diversification, execute more 
effective risk management and enhance investor returns.
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